The PARADIGM compiler project provides an automated means to parallelize programs, written in a serial programming model, for efficient execution on distributed-memory multicomputers.
Introduction
Distributed-memory multicomputers offer significant advantages over shared-memory multiprocessors in terms of cost and scalability.
Unfortunately, extracting all the computational power from these machines requires users to write efficient software for them, which is a laborious process. One major reason for this difficulty is the absence of a global address space. As a result, the programmer has to distribute code and data across processors and manage communication among tasks explicitly.
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The PARADIGM project at the University of Illinois addresses this problem by developing an automated means to parallelize and optimize sequential programs for efficient execution on multicomputers.
It uses Par-a~rase-2 [21] as a preprocessing platform to parse the sequential program into an intermediate representation, to analyze the code and generate flow, dependence, and call graphs, and to perform transformations such as constant propagation and induction variable substitution.
Some of the other major research efforts in this area include Fortran D [16] , Fortran 90D [10], the SUIF compiler [2] , and the SUPERB compiler [11] .
In addition to the traditional compiler optimizations to distribute computations and to reduce communication overheads, PARADIGM is unique in its ability to: (1) optionally pame High Performance Fortran (HPF) directives [17] ; (2) perform automatic data distribution for regular computations, conventionally only specified through user directives; (3) generate high-level communication primitives; (4) optimize communication for regular computations;
(5) support irregular computations using a combination of compiletime analysis and run-time support; (6) exploit functional and data parallelism simultaneously; and (7) generate multithreaded message-driven code to tolerate communication latencies. Current efforts in the project aim at integrating all of these features into the same framework [5] . Figure 1 shows a functional illustration of how we envision the complete PARADIGM compilation system. The compiler accepts either a sequential FORTRAN 77 or HPF program and produces a parallel program optimized for a target machine.
Previously, PARADIGM was implemented using Processor Tagged Descriptors [22] (PTD) as the underlying data structure to provide a uniform representation to describe both distributed arrays and partitioned loops. This implementation allowed symbolic array sizes, multi-dimensional distributions, variable number of processors, and affine loop bounds and array subscripts, but the distribution type was limited to block. Later extensions to PTD proved effective for purely cyclic distributions. This paper presents techniques to support block-cyclic distributions, in addition to block and cyclic, all within a unified framework. The techniques are based on the FourierMotzkin elimination method [6] extended with many symbolic capabilities required by the compiler. A novel aspect of our approach is to meet the increasing demands for more sophisticated symbolic manipulations by exploiting the wellestablished functionality of existing powerful symbolic software, in our case, Mathematical. Just as most parsers today are implemented using stable and wide-spread tools like wcc and le~instead of be~ng built from scr~tch, we argue~hat many parallelizing compilers in the future, in particular research prototypes developed in academic environments, will rely on off-the-shelf symbolic packages for most of their symbolic manipulations. Several reasons account for this:
q New compilers are required to perform increasingly complex symbolic tasks [9, 15, 22].
. As compiler algorithms become more complex, there is a need to focus more on their designs rather than on their implementation details.
q Many powerful symbolic packages are readily available (e.g., lfathemattca, Maple), and some provide external interfaces (e.g., LfathLink) with reasonable performance and robustness.
Clearly, the performance is not comparable with a C implementation optimized for special cases, but compilation time has not been a major problem in our experience. Furthermore, it is not a good practice to fully tune compiler features until their impact on optimizing real codes has been testes [8] . The approach presented in this paper allows quick prototyping and testing of new algorithms with real programs. Once the effectiveness of an algorithm is verified, then the critical features affecting efficiency and compilation time can be identified and rewritten in C.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes some of the A4athernatzca packages that we have written to meet the symbolic demands of the compiler. Section 3 shows how PARADIGM performs computation partitioning and communication generation by building inequality expressions from the source program and passing them to the Fourier-Motzkin package in Mathemat~ca to obtain necessm-y symbolic expressions. Some results for two programs involving cyclic and block-cyclic array distributions, respectively, appear in Section 4. Finally, concluding remarks are made in Section 5. Figure 2 . This follows a typical client /server model in which the server (?vfathemat~ca) waits for a "symbolic request ," processes it, and returns the result to the client. Both run as separate UNIX processes and communicate with each other using MathLznk.
The underlying communication mechanism can be either UNIX pipes, when they are running on the same machine, or TCP/IP sockets for remote execution.
Efficient forward and reverse conversion routines transfer data between PARADIGM's internal representation (based on Parafrase-2) and Mathematical expressions (P2ToMath and Math ToP2 in the figure). Conversion time is kept to a minimum using several techniques: quite closely follows the algorithm described by U. Banerjee [6] but also includes some of the conditions stated by M. Ancourt [4] to ensure that the integer projection is the same as the real projection.
A fully symbolic implementation takes hardly 100 lines of Mathematical code, making extensive use of built-in functionality. Symbolic comparisons at every stage of the elimination process significantly reduce the number of redundant constraints and improve performance. This is particularly efficient when the compiler can provide information about the signs of symbolic constants, which is usually the easel. Other redundant constraints are eliminated using traditional methods [4] .
To improve the quality of the output of our implementation of FME, we have extended the built-in simplification rules of Mathematical, providing extensive support for floor, ceiling, mm and maz operations.
In particular, declaring unknown symbolic variables as integer and using the fact that integers are closed under certain operations (+, -, x), we can eliminate many unnecessary fiooT and ceikng operations. In addition, using a public domain packagez, expreslSymbolic coefficients with unknown signs give rise to multiversion code.
'Thanks to Stephan Kaufmann at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology for providing the Nonnegative package.~i ons like W can be determined as non-negative if a and b are first declared to be non-negative. This is used to eliminate operands in mm and maz operations by just subtracting operands and checking non-negativity of the result. Since our compiler uses FME extensively to find various iteration sets (as will be described in Section 3), we shall briefly explain its interface.
Its input consists of a set of inequalities Z and a list of variables V. The order of elimination of the variables in V is from the innermost to the outermost loop. Therefore, after elimination, a variable will only depend on enclosing loop variables.
Thus, the solution set 7? that is returned consists of loop bounds for each variable in V. These loop bounds can be used to scan the polytope defined by the original set of inequalities Z.
Loop Transformations
The functionality of a loop transformation pass is split between the PARADIGM process and the Mathematical process in the following way: the PARADIGM process identifies the loops involved in the transformation, checks that the transformation requested is valid using the data dependence and control flow graphs, establishes a connection with the Mathematical process, and sends it the relevant portions of the loop such as the loop bounds, array subscripts, andlor the entire loop body. The Mathematical process computes the new loop bounds after the transformation and a set of replacement rules to map the old loop variables into the new ones. It then returns the new loop bounds and loop body after applying the replacement rules. The PARADIGM process converts the results back into its internal representation.
Loop Normalization
Loop normalization is typically performed as a pre-pass of the compiler analysis and reduces the lower bounds and strides to one. PARADIGM requests this transformation whenever the loop stride is not one. The implementation is trivial in Mathematzca using built-in replacement and simplification rules. Note that affine subscripts and loop bounds remain affine after loop normalization.
Unimodular
Loop Transformations Unimodulax loop transformations provide a uniform view to many important transformations
[6] (e.g. loop interchange, loop skewing, and loop reversal) and are a powerful tool to increase parallelism [7] and/or locality [23] . A unimodular loop transformation is described by a unimodular matrix, which is an integer matrix with a determinant of +1. In our Mathemattca implementation, unimodular matrices are allowed to have symbolic terms. In particular, the unimodularity of a symbolic matrix is verified before its inverse is computed using built-in functions. Then, the corresponding loop transformations are applied to a set of loops by computing the new loop variables with the inverse unimodular matrix, generating a set of inequalities from the loop bounds and the new loop variables, and finally applying FME to obtain the new loop bounds. Roughly 20 lines of Mathemattca code in addition to the Fourier-Motzkin package were required for performing unimodular loop transformations.
Redundant
Access Elimination Transformations The method to be described in Section 3,2 to generate communication does not ensure that each element of an array is only transmitted once. Based on the early work of Gallivan et al [13] , later refined by Ancourt [4], we can obtain a new set of loops that access each element at most once. The main idea behind this transformation is the decomposition of the integer matrix that describes the access pattern into the product of other matrices with special characteristics. In our implementation, we used a Mathernatica package3 to obtain the Smith Normal Form and Hermite Column or Row Form of a matrix. Then, we can use the unimodular package described above to compute the new loop bounds. Currently PARADIGM is not taking advantage of this transformation, but it will in the near future.
2.4
Other Tools of Interest
In this section we briefly describe some other A4athematzca tools that we have written that are useful in other areas of the compilation process.
Integer Area Estimation For applications like automatic data partitioning [14] or static buffer allocation it is crucial to have compile-time estimates of computation and/or communication requirements. Good estimates require the computation of the integer volume of a polyhedron, but this is in general too complex. Fortunately, in most practical cases we only need an estimate of this volume, and heuristics like the one proposed in [I] are sufficient. We have a preliminary 2-D implementation to estimate the integer area, which extends the work in [1] by handling affine loop bounds. The integer area is approximated by the "real" area plus half the points in the boundary. Using a ikfathematica package4, we obtain all the vertices of the polyhedron from the loop inequalities. Then, using built-in functionality, the vertices are ordered clock-wise and the "real" area is obtained through triangulation. Finally, the perimeter is computed by applying the GCD rule to consecutive points.
We can also apply this method in cases when symbolic terms only scale the polyhedron without changing its shape. In that case, we instantiate the symbolic terms for several values, compute the integer area with the previous method for each instantiation, and obtain an interpolating polynomial with the symbolic variable for these values using builtin functionality.
In cases where symbolic terms change the shape of the polyhedron, we can apply FME to obtain a bounding box as described in [4] . Assuming an n-dimensional space and using FME to project n -1 dimensions, we can obtain real bounds for the remaining dimension. Rotating the dimensions and repeating this process we can compute bounds for every dimension.
We are currently working on extensions to handle more than two dimensions and symbolic terms more effectively.
Graphic Visualization
The built-in plotting functions in Mathematzca are used to visualize iteration space and array access patterns in two or three dimensions. By merging plots for different processors (using different colors for each), the sets for a particular communication or the load distribution after partitioning a computation can be shown. Masks in plotting functions can be used to represent non-convex regions or filter certain types of points. By combining these plotting functions with FME, any convex set defined by linear inequalities can be visualized.
This tool proved to be invaluable for debugging the compiler. The data distribution and alignment of each array dimension is either automatically generated by PARADIGM [14] or provided by the user through standard HPF directives. Given the data distributions, the compiler still must carry out two major tasks, namely the partitioning of the computation across processors and the generation of communicant ion code to transfer data among processors. How the compiler performs these tasks is the main focus of this section.
Computation Partitioning
The key to the symbolic analyses and transformations required for both of the aforementioned tasks is the use of the Mathematzca tools described previously. The symbolic FME package is the main engine used to generate various iteration sets for ddferent data access pat t ems.
To exploit parallelism in the source program, a compiler must somehow distribute computations across processors. PARADIGM partitions loops using the owner computes rule: a processor p only executes those iterations for which the left-hand side ( Uw) array reference of an assignment statement is local to (owned by) p. Since determining ownership for each access at run time is prohibitively costly, the compiler, through a process called loop bounds reduction [16], derives new loop bounds confined to only p's local iterations. This is to say that the new loop must only traverse the ACCESS set is stored in p. This set is obtained from the polytope 'R returned by FME when called with the inequalities T constraining the loop vmiable i, which is also the polytope's only axis variable in this example (V = i). Two types of inequalities can be distinguished: loop inequalities and datainequalities.
The former arises from loop bounds and specifies constraints on the loop variables and the relationships among them, while the latter is due to data distribution and describes the relationships between processor coordinates and subscript functions (hence loop variables, unless the subscript is a constant). In this example, The symbolic capabilities of Mathematzca allow FME to treat b, p, P, L, U, 1, and u as literals, producing expressions that are parameterized by them, which have many advantages:
q The same code runs on every processor p, regardless of its location in the mesh.
q The number of processors (P) in the mesh need not be known at compile time.
q The values of the loop bounds, L and U, may be input at run time.
q The array bounds, 1 and u, need not be compile-time constants.
The same framework applies to block-cyclic distribu-
tions. An array with a block-cyclic distribution with block size b (written cyclic(b)) can be viewed as a 2-D b x N array on each processor p, where iV = ( 1~~+ 1) is the number of blocks that p has. The blocks are enumerated with a block number n, O~n~N -1, and the heads of any two consecutive blocks of the same processor are at a distance bP apart. The nth block in p therefore contains array elements from bp + 1 + bnP to bp + 1 + bnP + b -1, inclusive5.
For the same loop as before, the input to FME becomes: Once %3is found, AccEss(A(s(i)) ,p) is simply the set of i's in 'R. A purely cyclic distribution is just cyclic(l), so this case is covered by setting b = 1 in the above expressions. These results easily extend to multi-dimensional arrays distributed on multi-dimensional processor meshes. Some special cases are worth mentioning.
If an array dimension A(. ..,1 : u,... ) is replicated, then its data inequality is 1~s(i) < u and involves no processor indices. If an entire array dimension is sequentialized (or collapsed) on a particular processor r, then instead of a data inequality, the mask "IF p = r THEN" is applied to the ACCESS set. Since block and cyclic distributions are special cases of block-cyclic, this method works for all types of regular distributions.
In particular, if some of the lhs terms are block distributed, then before finding their ACCESS sets, they are first cast into a block-cyclic form by adding a bnP term to the bounds in their data inequality, and adding an extra data inequality, O~n < 0. However, if all of the lhs terms are block distributed, then this transformation is not necessary.
Communication Generation
If a processor p does not own all of the elements of a righthand side (h) array reference R required by a statement that it executes, then this data must be sent from its owner, say q, to p via inter-processor communication.
To reduce communication overheads, array elements can be combined into a single larger message instead of being communicated individually.
This optimization is generally known as message vectorzzat~on [16] .
The approach is the basically similar to the work of Ancourt [4] which describes regions requiring communication using a set of linear inequalities and generates loops to scan these regions through a Fourier-Motzkin projection.
Dependence analysis done by Parafrase-2 is used to determine the communication point, which is the outermost loop at which the combining can be applied. Therefore, the main role of the compiler is to obtain relevant linear inequalities from the loop bounds, data decompositions, and array references in the source program, send these inequalities to FME, and from its results generate the scanning loops to pack/send and receive/unpack, and insert this code at the communication point. The set of iterations for which a processor p must receive elements of a rhs reference R from its owner processor q is and sequentialized (PZ = O) on the second mesh dimension; i.e., only the processors whose second coordinate p2 is O will own parts of A. The first dimension of the rhs array B is distributed by cyclic(3) on the first mesh dimension, whale the second array dimension is cyclic(7) on the second mesh dimension.
First, the compiler uses data dependence analysis to determine that communication can take place outside the entire loop nest. Then, it calls FME with inequalities derived from the loop (as explained below), and extracts the COMM set from the solution 1? returned to construct the communication code to pack/send and receive/unpack data. The input sent to FME is:
0< n < [170;~;5P1 -J (lhs) 5pl+l+5*4n~4i+55 pl+l+5*4n+5-1 (lhs) 0< 'ml < Ly:pq' j
The loop inequalities come directly from the loop bounds. A pair of data inequalities comes from each of the three array dimensions involved (one from lhs and two from rhs); each pair consists of an inequality bounding the block number and one bounding the subscript function. The block numbers for the first and second dimensions of the rhs are ml and mz, respectively.
Since the rhs determines the sender (ql, qz), the processor coordinates involved in these inequalities are ql and qz. Similarly, the block number for the lhs is n, and the processor coordinate involved is only pl because the lhs determines the receiver (PI, PZ) and A is distributed only along the first processor dimension. Although pz is not involved in the inequalities, the compiler takes into account the fact that only processors with coordinate P2 = O own parts of the lhs and hence are potential receivers, and generates code accordingly (shown in Figure 5 ). The loops A cyclic dist ribut ion is selected for the first three arrays while a cyclic(3) distribution (i.e., block-cyclic with block size of 3) for the second.
This subroutine has two main loops. The first one has statements of the form:
double precision z(3iV), mn(~), cl, C2 doi=l, iV mrz(i) = cl * z(3i -1) +C2 * (z(3i -2) +z(3i)) 
